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Inferring direction of associations
between histone modifications using
a neural processes-based framework

Ananthakrishnan Ganesan,1,2,3,6 Denis Dermadi,1,3,6 Laurynas Kalesinskas,1,3,6 Michele Donato,1,3,6

Rosalie Sowers,1,3 Paul J. Utz,1,4 and Purvesh Khatri1,3,5,7,*

SUMMARY

Current technologies do not allow predicting interactions between histone post-
translationalmodifications (HPTMs) at a system-level.Wedescribe a computational
framework, imputation-followed-by-inference, to predict directed association be-
tween two HPTMs using EpiTOF, a mass cytometry-based platform that allows
profiling multiple HPTMs at a single-cell resolution. Using EpiTOF profiles of
>55,000,000 peripheralmononuclear blood cells from 158 healthy human subjects,
we show that neural processes (NP) have significantly higher accuracy than linear
regression and k-nearest neighbors models to impute the abundance of an
HPTM. Next, we infer the direction of association to show we recapitulate known
HPTM associations and identify several previously unidentified ones in healthy in-
dividuals. Using this framework in an influenza vaccine cohort, we identify changes
in associations between 6 pairs of HPTMs 30 days following vaccination, of which
several have been shown to be involved in innate memory. These results demon-
strate the utility of our framework in identifying directed interactions between
HPTMs.

INTRODUCTION

Histone post-translational modifications (HPTMs) play a vital role in the regulation of gene expression, cell

differentiation, and different processes centered around DNA.1 Dysregulation of HPTMs has been impli-

cated in human diseases such as cancer,2,3 infectious diseases,4 mental illnesses,5 and autoimmune disor-

ders.6,7 HPTMs are also known to play an important role in the immune response following vaccination.8,9

Interaction of multiple HPTMs has been recognized as the language of histone crosstalk.10,11 Despite the

advances in understanding the chromatin organization and transcriptional regulation through HPTMs, his-

tone crosstalk has been understudied due to technological limitations of ChIP-seq12 to investigate more

than 2-3 HPTMs at once.

Recently, we described a mass cytometry-based technology, EpiTOF, for high-throughput profiling of

HPTMs at a single-cell resolution.13 EpiTOF can profile up to 38 HPTMs and histone variants across 2

non-overlapping panels. However, both panels include 11 cell phenotypic marks (CPMs) for cell type iden-

tification. Prior studies using EpiTOF profiling of immune cells have quantified increased epigenetic noise

with aging in the human immune system,13 identified a novel epigenetic regulation of monocyte-to-macro-

phage differentiation,14 and epigenetic mechanism causally linked with innate memory after vaccination.8

Further, EpiTOF data have also elucidated comprehensive correlation networks of HPTMs that consist of

modules either conserved across immune cell types or are specific to a cell lineage.15

Despite its demonstrated advantage in identifying novel epigenetic mechanisms, EpiTOF is limited in the

number of HPTMsmeasured in a panel due to the chemical and physical properties of heavymetal isotopes

used in mass cytometry. However, the large number of cells per sample profiled using EpiTOF and recent

advances in machine learning provide an opportunity to use in silico models to impute abundances for a

subset of HPTMs, which in turn could be replaced by other HPTMs to increase the number of HPTMs pro-

filed per cell. On the other hand, an advantage of EpiTOF is that the large number of cells profiled using it

provides an unprecedented opportunity to create interpretable imputation models to infer the underlying

associations between HPTMs, further elucidating the histone language.10 Several machine learning (ML)
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approaches have been used to impute multi-panel cytometry data. For instance, CyTOFmerge uses a

k-nearest neighbors (kNN)-based approach to create an imputation function for each subject in the data-

set.16 Such subject-specific models are advantageous since individuals are exposed to different environ-

ments that are known to have different effects on epigenetics and HPTMs.13,17 However, it is difficult to

interpret the importance of input variables in kNN because it is non-parametric. Other approaches use

parametric non-linear models such as support vector machines, boosting trees, and canonical neural net-

works.18 Although these parametric models can be interpreted to quantify the importance of each input

variable, they use the same imputation function for all subjects and do not distinguish between them, which

may not capture the effects of difference in environmental exposure between individuals.

Neural process (NP), a recently described neural network-based model, combines the advantages of both

kNN and parametric non-linear models.19,20 Similar to kNN-based models, NP-based models use subject-

specific functions for imputation. Because NP-based models are parametric, the importance of each input

variable can be interpreted. Importantly, NP models are scalable to complex functions and large data-

sets.19 Because the biological processes regulating the interactions between HPTMs are complex, we hy-

pothesized that NPs would more accurately impute HPTMs and CPMs, and reveal biologically meaningful

relationships between them.

Here, we adapted the neural network architecture from NP to impute multi-panel mass cytometry-based

HPTM abundances using subject-specific parametric models. Usingmore than 55 million human peripheral

mononuclear blood cells (PBMCs) from 158 healthy subjects across 25 independent experiments, we

evaluated linear regression (LR)-, kNN- and NP-based methods for accuracy of imputation. We also devel-

oped an interpretation framework to infer the direction of association between two HPTMs through sys-

tematic perturbations. We reproduced several known HPTM associations and identified several previously

unidentified associations between pairs of HPTMs. Most of the associations were conserved across all

healthy individuals. By combining the inferred pair-wise associations, we created a system-wide directed

network of HPTM associations from the NP models. Finally, we demonstrated the utility of the NP models

and the interpretation framework by identifying HPTMs whose associations were modified in response to

the trivalent inactivated seasonal influenza vaccine (TIV) in healthy adults.

RESULTS

Data and model types

We profiled 55.6 million PBMCs from 158 healthy subjects (13-80 years old) across 25 EpiTOF experiments

and measured 38 HPTMs and histone variants, 2 core histones (H3 and H4), and 11 cell phenotypic markers

(CPMs) across two panels referred to as themethylation panel and the acetylation panel (Figures 1A and S1;

Table S1, STAR Methods). We have previously described extensive validation of antibodies for HPTMs

usingWestern blot, flow cytometry, and different cell lines with in vitromanipulation.13 We divided 158 sub-

jects into three sets: training set (15 experiments, 71 subjects, 18.9 million cells), validation set (5 experi-

ments, 52 subjects, 20.6 million cells), and test set (5 experiments, 35 subjects, 16.1 million cells)

(Table S2, STARMethods). These 25 experiments were performed over 4 years (2016-2019), collectively rep-

resenting a broad range of technical heterogeneity due to different CyTOF machines, batches of reagents,

and operators. We ensured that all subjects from each experiment were assigned to exactly one set for un-

biased evaluation of imputation models.

Figure 1. Summary of EpiTOF data and results from imputation models

(A) Number of subjects (top) and PBMCs (bottom) used in train, validation, and test sets for acetylation and methylation

panels.

(B) Illustration of the three imputation tasks with corresponding inputs and outputs. Each row represents a unique model,

and each column represents a variable.

(C) Flow chart for NP models. X represents the input columns and Y represents the column to be imputed. Encoder and

Imputer are fully connected neural networks.

(D–F) Summary of LR, kNN, and NP models for (D) task 1, (E) task 2, and (F) task 3. Each dot represents a model. Lines

connect models predicting the same variable (HPTM or CPM) across algorithms. p-values were computed using one-

sided, paired Wilcoxon test was used for the improvement in R2 due to the NP model (n = 38 HPTMs or 22 CPMs per

algorithm).

(G) Comparison of R2 from task 3 NP models with mean and coefficient of the variation of HPTM abundances. Each dot

represents a unique HPTM. Color of each dot corresponds to the imputation R2.

See also Figures S1 and S2; Tables S1–S3.
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CPMs are expressed on the cell surface and are used to determine the immune cell sub-type, whereas

HPTMs are inside the cell nucleus. Given these biological differences between CPMs and HPTMs, we

compared the accuracy of LR, kNN, and NPmodels for imputing a CPM or an HPTM using three imputation

tasks: impute an HPTM using CPMs (task 1), impute a CPM using HPTMs (task 2), and impute an HPTM using

other HPTMs on the same panel (task 3) (Figure 1B). We used the training and validation sets for creating

imputation models. Next, we locked each model and evaluated its accuracy using the test set. We evalu-

ated 98 combinations of inputs and outputs for 294 models across the three tasks for each of the ML

methods (LR, kNN, and NP; Figure 1C and Table S3). We assessed the accuracy of a model using the

coefficient of determination (R2), where an R2 of 1 indicates an accurate imputation whereas an R2 of 0 in-

dicates a failure to impute accurately. Importantly, we only report results from the test set experiments

because the imputation models are expected to have high accuracy in training and validation set

experiments.

Cell phenotypic mark and histone post-translational modification abundances are mostly

independent of each other

When imputing an HPTM using CPMs in task 1, each of the three ML methods had low to moderate accu-

racy. Specifically, themean R2 for LR, kNN, and NPmodels were 0.19 (range: 0-0.4), 0.28 (range: 0-0.55), and

0.29 (range: 0.01-0.56), respectively (Figure 1C). Although NP had significantly higher mean R2 compared to

LR and kNNmodels (p < 0.002), the low tomoderate imputation accuracy suggests that CPMs alone are not

sufficient to impute HPTMs across panels accurately.

Similarly, when imputing a CPM using HPTMs in task 2, each of the three methods had low to moderate

accuracy. Specifically, the mean R2 for LR, kNN, and NP were 0.15 (range: 0.02-0.47), 0.28 (range:

0.10-0.57), and 0.30 (range: 0.08-0.60), respectively (Figure 1D). NP had a significantly higher mean of R2

compared to LR and kNN models (p < 0.09). Taken together, our results indicate that the abundances of

CPMs and HPTMs are largely independent of each other. These results are in line with single-cell RNA-

seq datasets repeatedly showing that despite the expression of the same CPM, PBMCs are highly

heterogeneous.21,22

Histone post-translational modifications with high abundance impute each other accurately

We recently observed that HPTMs form conserved modules across immune cell types.15 Therefore, we

hypothesized that an HPTM could be more accurately imputed using other HPTMs than using CPMs.

Indeed, each of the three ML models demonstrated higher accuracy for imputing an HPTM using other

HPTMs (task 3) instead of CPMs (task 1) (Figures 1E and S2). The mean R2 for LR, kNN, and NP were 0.49

(range: 0.02-0.87), 0.54 (range: 0.03-0.88), and 0.58 (range: 0.09-0.90), respectively. NP had significantly

higher R2 compared to LR and kNN (p < 4e-05). Interestingly, HPTMs imputed with high R2 were those

with higher abundance and low variability across cells (Figure 1F). It is important to note that the NPmodels

are unaware of the mean abundance or variability of these HPTMs because the abundances of each HPTM

are independently scaled by the subject before being used in the models. Taken together, our results

demonstrate HPTMs with high abundances are highly predictive of other HPTMs, and strongly associated

with each other.

Interpretation of neural processes models reveals histone post-translational modification

association networks

The higher accuracy of kNN and NP in imputing an HPTM from other HPTMs (task 3) compared to LR sug-

gested non-linear associations between HPTMs, which are modeled better with kNN and NP than LR. To

infer pairwise HPTM associations and their directionality, we developed an interpretation algorithm using

noise perturbations (STAR Methods). Briefly, without re-training or modifying a kNN or NP model, we

imputed an HPTM Y by systematically replacing the abundance of each input HPTM Xi, one at a time,

with noise. We quantified the strength of the directed association from Xi to Y as the percent decrease

in R2, with 100% denoting the strongest association and 0% denoting the weakest association. The pairs

of HPTMs with strong associations formed directed networks for each panel.

Interpretation of NPmodels identified several known directed interactions between HPTMs in both panels.

In the acetylation panel, the strongest directional interaction was between histone H3 cleaved at threonine

22 (cleaved H3T22) and H3.3S31ph (Figures 2A and S3). Replacing cleaved H3T22 with noise led to a 90%

reduction in R2 of H3.3S31ph. Importantly, perturbing H3.3S31ph had a lower effect on cleaved H3T22, with
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R2 reduced by 55%. The directionality of the identified association suggests biologically relevant causality,

which is in line with our recent results showing that the abundance of H3.3S31ph is impacted by cleaved

H3T22 in a cell line genetically modified to prevent cleavage of H3T22.14 We also found that perturbing

H3K9ac abundance reduced the accuracy of imputing PADI4 abundance, suggesting the functional inter-

action between the two, which is in line with results from Kolodziej et al. demonstrating a locus-specific

interaction between H3K9ac and PADI4.23

For the methylation panel, perturbation analysis identified three distinct network components (Figures 2B

and S3). Asymmetric and symmetric arginine dimethylation (Rme2asy/sym) strongly influenced each other

and were disconnected from the lysine methylation network. This is consistent with the fact that the argi-

nine and lysine methylations are catalyzed by different sets of enzymes. The second component consisted

of H3K4me2/3, which is known to promote gene expression and occur near promoters and enhancers. The

third component, on the other hand, contained known markers of gene repression and heterochromatin,

including H3K27me3, H3K9me2, H4K20me3, and macroH2A. In this network component, we found that

perturbing H3K9me2 abundance reduced the accuracy of imputing H3K27me3 abundance, which is in

line with H3K9me2 and H3K27me3 cooperating to maintain heterochromatin.24

In addition to these known interactions, we identified directional trans histone interactions between

cleaved H3T22 and H4K16ac, and between H3K9ac, H4K5ac and H2BK5ac. We also found directional cis

interactions between modifications of the same amino acid such as H3K36me1/2/3 and H4K20me2/3

A

B

C D

Figure 2. Inferred HPTM associations and subject-wise variability in healthy subjects

(A and B) Acetylation and B) methylation panel HPTM networks inferred from task 3 (HPTMs/HPTM) NPmodels. Arrows

go from input to output HPTM.

(C) Comparison of inferred association strengths from NP and kNNmodels. Each dot represents the association strength

of a pair of HPTMs in the association networks from the corresponding models. Wilcoxon test was used to compute the

significance in the difference of means (n = 27, 28 HPTM associations for kNN, NP respectively).

(D) Summary of variation in model association strength across subjects. Each dot represents a model. Association

strength of a model is the strength of all associations containing input and output of the model.

See also Figures S3–S6.
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(discussion). For several HPTMs imputed with R2 > 0.5 (e.g., H3K36me2/3, Rme2asy/sym, cleaved H3T22,

H3.3S31ph, H4K16ac), there was at least one input HPTM leading to >50% decrease in R2 when its abun-

dance was replaced with the noise, suggesting highly conserved interactions between these HPTMs

(Figure S3). Conversely, several HPTMs imputed with R2 > 0.5 (e.g., H3K36me1, H4K20me2/3, H3K9ac,

H4K5ac, PADI4, macroH2A) had no such inputs. Since the latter HPTMs were accurately imputed, detected

associations suggest interactions between their inputs (discussion). Taken together, our analyses identified

several known associations between pairs of HPTMs together with their directionality. We also identified

several associations that lead to new hypotheses to further explore the crosstalk of HPTMs.

In contrast, when we applied our perturbation algorithm to the kNNmodels, the strength of associations was

significantly lower (p = 2.2e-10; Figures 2C, S4, and S5). This is expected because kNN models are non-para-

metric and perturbation to any input HPTM leads to the recalibration of the kNNmodel, which in turn can result

in lower strength of associations. In contrast, NP models do not recalibrate during the perturbation analysis.

Furthermore, kNN models only identified a subset of known HPTM associations (e.g., H3K4me2-H3K4me3

and Rme2sym-Rme2asy), but failed to identify the directionality of the other known associations. For instance,

kNN found an equally strong bidirectional association between cleaved H3T22 and H3.3S31ph (Figure S5) and

did not identify the association between PADI4 andH3K9ac.Overall, NPmore accurately imputedHPTM abun-

dances and better identified direction of interaction between HPTMs than kNN.

Histone post-translational modification associations are conserved across subjects

Each NP model is subject-specific and learns a unique embedding for each subject from the input data.

However, we averaged the inferred HPTM associations across all subjects in the test set. Thus, it is possible

that our overall associations are driven by a subset of subjects. Therefore, we modified our perturbation

algorithm to quantify the between-subject variability in the associations (STAR Methods). Briefly, we

replaced the embedding for a subject with that of a different subject and estimated the between-subject

variability as the percentage change in R2. Variability of 0% implies the model is independent of the subject

embedding and the pair-wise associations for a given NPmodel are conserved, whereas variability of 100%

implies the associations are distinct for each subject.

The NP models predicting an HPTM from CPMs (task 1) showed the highest between-subject variability

(median = 32.1%; Figure 2D). This is in line with single-cell RNA-seq studies repeatedly showing a large

amount of heterogeneity in immune cells identified using CPMs.21,22 The NP models predicting a CPM

from HPTMs (task 2) had moderate between-subject variability (median = 20.1%), which is also expected

since we have observed immune cell type-specific HPTM profiles that are affected by aging.13,14 The NP

models predicting an HPTM from other HPTMs (task 3) had the lowest between-subject variability

(median = 4.5%; Figure S6). Overall, our results show that the associations between CPMs and HPTMs

vary between subjects, presumably affected by their different environmental exposures. On the other

hand, low between-subject variability in the interactions between HPTMs suggests that most of the inter-

actions between HPTMs are highly conserved such that changes in one HPTM lead to predictable changes

in the other HPTMs.

A subset of histone post-translational modifications accurately imputed several histone post-

translational modifications

Based on low between-subject variability in predicting an HPTM using other HPTMs, combined with our pre-

vious observation of highly conserved HPTM correlation modules,15 we hypothesized that a subset of HPTMs

may be more informative than others. To test this hypothesis, we ranked HPTMs using their average associa-

tion strength, defined as the mean strength of all the associations containing the given HPTM as the input

(Figures 3A, 3B, and S3). Cleaved H3T22 and H4K16ac in the acetylation panel, and H3K36me1 in the methyl-

ation panel were the strongest predictors of 12 other HPTMs (mean association strength >25%), suggesting an

Figure 3. Hybrid NPmodels using CPMs and highly predictive HPTMs have higher imputation accuracy than using

only CPMs

(A and B) Average association strength for each HPTM in the (A) acetylation and (B) methylation panels.

(C) Summary of hybrid NPmodels that use CPMs and cleaved H3T22 (acetylation panel) or H3K36me1 (methylation panel)

as inputs to impute an HPTM and comparison with models in task 1 (CPMs / HPTM). Each dot represents a unique

model. Lines connect models predicting the same HPTM. One-sided, paired Wilcoxon test was used to compute the

significance of the improvement in R2 due to the hybrid models (n = 36 HPTMs per task).

See also Figure S7.
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important role for them in HPTM networks. While cleaved H3T22 and H3K36me1 were among the top four

most abundant HPTMs, H4K16ac was not among the top 10 most abundant HPTMs (Figure 1F). Hence, our

results suggest that the abundance of HPTM is not confounding the average strength of HPTMs associations.

Next, we investigated whether the integration of these HPTMs with CPMs would improve the imputation accu-

racy of other HPTMs compared to using only CPMs as in task 1. The new hybrid NPmodels using 11 CPMs and

either cleavedH3T22 or H3K36me1 to impute HPTMs had significantly higherR2 (mean= 0.44, range: 0.01-0.78)

than the models using only CPMs (p = 9.5e-08; Figure 3C). Importantly, the hybrid NP models had 17 HPTMs

with R2 R 0.5; more than threefold increase in accurately imputed HPTMs compared to HPTMs imputed from

only CPMs (task 1). Although includingH4K16ac with cleavedH3T22 and 11CPMs (mean = 0.453, range: 0-0.78)

significantly increased the R2 (p= 0.011) compared to including only cleavedH3T22, it did not increase the num-

ber of HPTMs imputed with R2R 0.5 (Figure S7). These results show that a modified panel with H3K36me1 and

cleaved H3T22 measured in both panels would enable imputing multiple HPTMs across panels with higher ac-

curacy, further increasing the power of EpiTOF. This also highlights the power of our interpretation algorithm in

accurately identifying associations and ranking the predictive power of each HPTM.

Neural processes models and interpretation algorithms identify influenza vaccine-associated

epigenetic changes

We demonstrated that the NP models can accurately impute HPTM abundances and infer known and previ-

ously unidentified associations for healthy subjects. Next, we investigated if the same models, without any

modification or re-training, could be used to impute HPTM abundances from healthy subjects affected by

external stimuli such as vaccinations. We recently showed that for healthy subjects receiving the trivalent in-

activated seasonal influenza vaccine (TIV), HPTM abundances are most changed 30 days after vaccination in

myeloid cells, which are associated with innate memory.8 Therefore, we evaluated the NP models imputing

anHPTM fromotherHPTMs (task 3) and inferred pair-wiseHPTMassociations in a cohort of 21 healthy subjects

sampled before (Day 0) and 30 days after (Day 30) receiving TIV (Figure 4A, STARMethods). The imputation R2

at both these time points were strongly correlated with those from the healthy subjects in the test set (Fig-

ure 4B, R = 0.9 and 0.87, and p < 1e-12 for Day 0 and Day 30 samples, respectively), indicating that the

samemodels can be used to impute HPTMswithout significant change in imputation performance (Figure S8).

Although the inferred association strengths at both these time points were also highly correlated with those

from the healthy subjects in the test split (Figure 4C, R = 0.94, 0.91 and p < 2.2e-16 for Day 0 and Day 30 sam-

ples, respectively), some association strengths showed large deviations from the test set (Figure S8), suggest-

ing that most HPTM associations are conserved but a few are significantly modified due to TIV.

To identify associations that are modified due to TIV, we compared the HPTM association networks inde-

pendently inferred from the Day 0 and Day 30 samples. 12 out of 16 Day 0 associations in the acetylation

panel network and 17 out of 19 Day 0 associations in the methylation panel network were conserved with

identical association strengths in Day 30 samples (Figures 4D and 4E). However, in the acetylation panel,

the association between cleaved H3T22 and H3K14ac, H4K16ac and PADI4, H3K18ac and H3R2cit, and

H2K9ac and H4K5ac were present only on Day 0 but not on Day 30 (Figure 4D). In the methylation panel,

the association between H4K20me3 and H3K27me3, and H3K9me2 and H3K9me1 was present only on Day

0 but not onDay 30 (Figure 4E). Across both panels, all the HPTMpairs associated onDay 30were also asso-

ciated on Day 0. Taken together, the networks revealed that the associations between 6 pairs of 12 HPTMs

were significantly different on Day 30 post-vaccination.

Furthermore, across both EpiTOF panels, PBMCs from the two-time points were distributed differently in the

UMAP25 space defined by these HPTMs (Figures 4F and 4H). To further quantify these distinct patterns, we

clustered26 the PBMCs (Figures 4G and 4I), computed the median abundance of the HPTMs for each cluster

in each panel, and compared the sample-wise proportion of cells in a cluster across the two-time points

(Figures 4J and 4K, STAR Methods). In the acetylation panel, the cell proportions were significantly different

in clusters 3 (FDR = 7.2%), 7 (FDR = 4.1%), and 12 (FDR = 5.1%) (Figures 4J and S9). Similarly, in themethylation

panel, the cell proportions were significantly different in cluster 3 (FDR = 8.4%) (Figures 4K and S9). These sug-

gest that the changes in these HPTM associations are driven by a change in cell proportions in these clusters.

We have previously shown that the overall proportions of immune cell sub-types are not significantly different

betweenDay 30 andDay 0 samples.8 However, based on the clustering analysis, we hypothesized that the pro-

portions of immune cell sub-types could be significantly different in the clusters where the overall cell
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Figure 4. Inferred HPTM networks identify changes in HPTM associations following influenza vaccination

(A) Summary of Flu vaccine cohort.

(B) Comparison of NP task 3 R2 between Flu vaccine cohort samples and test set. Each dot represents a unique HPTM (n = 38 per time point).

(C) Comparison of HPTM association strength between Flu vaccine cohort samples and test split. Each dot represents a unique pair of HPTMs (n = 684 per

time point). T-test was used to compute the significance of the Pearson correlation coefficient.

(D and E) (D) Acetylation and (E) methylation panel HPTM networks from Day 0 and Day 30 time points. Arrows go from input to output HPTM.

(F) UMAP visualization of cells in acetylation panel based on HPTMs that change in the association network (cleaved H3T22, H3K14ac, H4K16ac, PADI4,

H3K18ac, H3R2cit, H2K9ac, and H4K5ac). Each time point contains 250,000 cells sampled randomly.

(G) PhenoGraph clustering of cells in acetylation panel. Clustering was performed in the UMAP space and used 25,000 cells per time point randomly sampled

from those used for UMAP.

(H) UMAP visualization of cells in methylation panel based on HPTMs that change in the association network (H4K20me3, H3K27me3, H3K9me2, and

H3K9me1). Each time point contains 250,000 cells sampled randomly.
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proportions are significantly different. Therefore, we compared the cell proportions within clusters 3, 7, and 12

in the acetylation panel and cluster 3 in the methylation panel (Figures 4J, 4K, and S9). Cluster 3 in the acet-

ylationpanelwas definedby the lowabundanceof theHPTMsandwasdominatedby cells fromDay 0 samples.

Importantly, in this cluster, the proportions of B cells, CD8+ T cells, NK cells, classical monocytes, mDCs, and

pDCs significantly decreased, whereas those of intermediate and non-classical monocytes, and hematopoiet-

ic progenitors significantly increased in Day 30 samples compared to Day 0. The proportions of intermediate

and non-classical monocytes are known to increase in response to infections and inflammatory conditions.27 In

contrast, cluster 7, which was also defined by low abundances of several HPTMs and moderate abundance of

PADI4, had a significantly higher proportion of cells fromDay 30 samples, which was solely due to a significant

increase in CD4+ T cell proportions. Cluster 12, defined bymoderate to high abundances of the HPTMs, had a

significantly lower proportion of cells from Day 30 samples compared to Day 0, which was due to significantly

reduced proportions of mDCs, pDCs, and hematopoietic progenitors on Day 30 post-vaccination. In the

methylation panel, the proportion of cells from Day 30 samples was significantly decreased in cluster 3

compared to Day 0. In this cluster, defined by the low abundance of the HPTMs, the proportions of B cells,

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, NK cells, classical monocytes, mDCs, pDCs, and hematopoietic progenitors

decreased significantly in Day 30 samples compared to Day 0. However, the proportions of intermediate

and non-classical monocytes were significantly higher, similar to cluster 3 in the acetylation panel. Thus, NP

models and perturbation analysis led to the identification of HPTMs whose associations changed due to

TIV, and clusters defined by these HPTMs showed significant differences in cell proportions. The observation

of cluster-specific cell proportion changes, but not at the overall level, suggests epigenetic reprogramming of

the immune cells in these clusters, which is in line with recent studies demonstrating that memory in the innate

immune system is driven by epigenetic reprogramming.9,28

In summary, we have shown that the NP models trained using EpiTOF profiles of healthy subjects can be

used to impute HPTM abundances in post-vaccinated subjects without any change in imputation accuracy.

The associations between 6 pairs of HPTMs are modified due to TIV, and the clusters of cells that possibly

drive these differences in associations show differences in proportions of immune cell sub-types.

DISCUSSION

We profiled 38 HPTMs and histone variants with 11 CPMs across 2 panels in more than 55 million PBMCs from

158 healthy controls across 25 experiments using EpiTOF. Using this unique dataset, we developed a compu-

tational framework for inferring directional associations between two HPTMs. As part of the development, we

evaluated threemachine learningmethods for imputation to conclusively show thatNPmodels imputeHPTMs

and CPMs with significantly higher accuracy, measured as R2, compared to LR and kNN models.

Increased accuracy of NP models required larger amounts of training data, computational resources, and

computational time to train than LR and kNN models. However, once trained, NP models offered several

advantages over LR and kNN models. First, NP models better captured associations from the underlying

data than kNN models and provided new biological insights. Second, NP models were faster than kNN

models when making predictions during testing. Third, the learnings from the trained NP models can be

transferred to other settings using transfer learning approaches. For instance, when a new HPTM is added

to the EpiTOF panel, the data and computational time required for training can be significantly reduced by

using transfer learning approaches. Importantly, the NP approach can be applied to impute other multi-

panel data sources such as CyTOF. Taken together, the advantages of the NP model outweigh its limita-

tions for increased resources.

We found that the CPMs and HPTMs impute each other with low to moderate R2. The best imputed CPM

(using HPTMs as input) was CD11c (R2 = 0.6), which is abundant only in cells from the myeloid lineage. This

suggests a distinct pattern of HPTM abundances in the myeloid and lymphoid lineages. Indeed, we

recently found that myeloid and lymphoid cells follow epigenetically distinct trajectories during their

Figure 4. Continued

(I) PhenoGraph clustering of cells in methylation panel. Clustering was performed in the UMAP space and used 25,000 cells per time point randomly sampled

from those used for UMAP.

(J and K) Median abundance of HPTMs and fold changes in sample-wise cell proportion between Day 30 and Day 0 in the (J) acetylation and (K) methylation

panels. All cells from all samples were used to calculate the medians and proportions. FDR-adjusted Wilcoxon test was used to compute the significance of

differences in proportion means across groups (n = 21 subjects per time point).

See also Figures S8 and S9.
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differentiation from hematopoietic progenitors.15 However, other CPMs were imputed with R2 < 0.5. This is

not surprising, since these CPMs delineate PBMCs into broad immune cell subtypes (e.g., CD4+/CD8+

T cells, classical/non-classical monocytes) whereas chromatin states, and hence HPTM abundances, which

lead to mRNA expression, show substantial variability within the same cellular population.29

We found that the HPTMs accurately imputed other HPTMs, and the perturbation-based analysis allowed infer-

ring directionality between a pair of HPTMs. Our analysis correctly identified several known HPTM interactions.

Importantly, our analyses also identified several previously unidentified associations and HPTM networks that

should be further investigated in the future studies to decode the crosstalk between HPTMs. For example, we

identified directed interactions between mono-, di-, and tri-methylation of lysine 36 on histone H3. Although

H3K36me2 and H3K36me3 have been well studied, not much is known about H3K36me1.30 NSD1 is known

to catalyze H3K36me1/2 and SETD2 catalyzes H3K36me3 in vivo. However, it is unclear whether the substrate

for theSETD2-dependent catalysis of H3K36me3 isH3K36me1, H3K36me2, or both.31Our perturbation analysis

strongly suggests that H3K36me1, not H3K36me2, is a stronger predictor of H3K36me3, which in turn suggests

that H3K36me1 is the substrate for SETD2-dependent catalysis of H3K36me3.

We identified cleaved H3T22 and H3K36me1 as strong predictors for HPTMs in the acetylation and methyl-

ation panels respectively and showed that a hybrid model using cleaved H3T22 and H3K36me1 with the

CPMs significantly improves imputation accuracy for HPTMs. We note that both cleaved H3T22 and

H3K36me1 are not measured in ENCODE32 and are understudied.30,33 Our results indicate a pair of highly

abundant yet understudied HPTMs to play a central role in HPTM associations and crosstalk.

The inferred HPTM associations also revealed several accurately imputed HPTMs (e.g., H3K36me1,

H4K20me2/3, H3K9ac, H4K5ac, PADI4, and macroH2A) that had no single strong predictor. These likely

suggest that several predictors interact with each other such that the removal of a single predictor doesn’t

significantly affect the imputation of these HPTMs. Inferring these interactions would require performing

perturbation analyses on several combinations of inputs for a single output. In this work, we only focus

on pair-wise associations between an input and an output.

Limitations of the study

Our study has a few limitations. First, although the networks inferred from the interpretation framework

provide valuable insights about associations between HPTMs, our analysis does not identify the immune

cell sub-type where these associations are identified in this proof-of-concept study. As more data become

available, future studies should train NP models per cell type to potentially further increase the accuracy of

imputation and derive cell type-specific HPTM associations. Second, we focus only on the pair-wise asso-

ciations from an input to an output. Future studies should perturb multiple combinations of inputs to quan-

tify the effect of their interactions in the prediction of an output.

In summary, we described a machine learning-based framework to impute abundances for a subset of

HPTMs with high accuracy. We found that NP-based models, which had the highest accuracy, have several

advantages compared to other imputation methods. First, NP-based models capture variability at the

cellular and subject levels using subject-specific functions. Second, because the NP models are based

on deep learning, current trained models can be adapted using transfer learning to impute HPTMs added

to the EpiTOF panel in the future. We also demonstrated an interpretation algorithm that infers valuable

insights into the underlying biological processes from the data. Our methods have the potential to be

applied to other single-cell frameworks such as CyTOF and scRNA-seq to infer directed associations.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Purvesh Khatri (pkhatri@stanford.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d All datasets, software, and algorithms used in this study are publicly available and listed in the key re-

sources table.

d This paper did not generate any unique datasets.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

EpiTOF data

The 158 healthy subjects were enlisted through 6 cohorts and their EpiTOF profiles were measured across

25 experiments (Table S2). We have previously described all 6 cohorts- the Atlanta cohort8 (50 subjects, 13

experiments), BR (24 subjects, 2 experiments) and Twins cohorts13 (40 subjects, 2 experiments), Oklahoma

cohort34 (18 subjects, 4 experiments), Stanford (16 subjects, 3 experiments) and South Africa cohorts15 (10

subjects, 1 experiment). The effects of TIV were studied on 21 subjects from the Atlanta cohort. The Day 30

time point samples were not present in any of training, validation, or test splits.

METHOD DETAILS

Methods for sample randomization and blinding (including their inclusion and exclusion criteria), imputa-

tion tasks and their corresponding inputs and outputs, neural processes and the corresponding neural

network architecture, and inferrence of direction based on perturbation analysis are described below.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To ensure our models were robust, generalizable, and accounted for heterogeneity in healthy subjects, our

experimental design and analysis accounted for the following:

Replication

We used 25 independent experiments that profiled blood samples from 158 healthy subjects. Each subject

was profiled in exactly 1 experiment.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

EpiTOF data (train, validation, and test set,

and flu vaccine cohort)

Cheung et al., Dermadi et al.,

Slight-Webb et al., and

Wimmers et al.8,13,15,34

https://khatrilab.stanford.edu/EpiTOF

Software and algorithms

Neural processes Garnelo et al.20 https://github.com/deepmind/neural-processes

MIDAS (Perturbation-based

interpretation algorithm)

This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7388350
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Strategy for randomization and/or stratification

We stratified datasets by experiment into training, validation, and test sets to ensure robustness and gener-

alizability of computational models. Specifically, we randomly assigned 15 experiments (71 subjects) for

training, 5 experiments (52 subjects) for validation, and 5 experiments (35 subjects) for test of our compu-

tational models. In stratifying our datasets by experiments, we aimed to ensure that there was no informa-

tion leakage between training, validation, and test sets.

Blinding at any stage of the study

5 experiments (35 subjects) used as test set were blinded until the computational models (LR, kNN, and NP)

were optimized and locked using the training and validation samples.

Sample-size estimation and statistical method of computation

Sample size estimation was not performed because our models were at single-cell resolution, where we

had >55 million cells.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria of any data or subjects

In order to account for heterogeneity in healthy subjects and demonstrate that our models are generaliz-

able, we did not have any inclusion or exclusion criteria.

All statistical analyses were performed using R and corresponding details can be found on the figure leg-

ends. The statistical significance was computed using the non-parametric Wilcoxon test, which does not

have any underlying assumptions about the data distributions.

Imputation tasks, model inputs and outputs

We evaluated models imputing a CPM or an HPTM across 4 tasks: an HPTM imputed using CPMs (task 1), a

CPM imputed using HPTMs (task 2), an HPTM imputed using other HPTMs on the same panel (task 3), and

an HPTM imputed using CPMs and best predicting HPTM (hybrid models). Each model also uses the abun-

dances of H3 and H4, age, and sex of the subject as inputs.

Data scaling and splitting

We scaled each CPM and HPTM by subject to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Age was divided by

100 and sex was one-hot encoded. To prevent overfitting and ensure generalizability, we split the data by

experiments into train, validation, and test, while keeping at least 5 experiments in each split (Table S2).

NP models: Design overview

We first describe how a trained and tested model will be used for imputing an HPTM across panel and use

the example of imputing H3K36me1 (Y ) from CPMs, H3, H4, age and sex (X ) (task 1) for a subject s (Fig-

ure 1C). The NP model consists of two neural networks- the encoder and the imputer. The encoder pro-

cesses cells from the panel where Y is measured and known. For H3K36me1, it is the methylation panel.

We denote the cells processed by the encoder as the context cells. First, the encoder encodes each context

cell:

cell encodingcontext celli = encoderðXi; yiÞ; (Equation 1)

where Xi = ½xCPM 1i ; xCPM 2i ;.xCPM 11i ; xH3i ; xH4i ; xages ; xmales ; xfemales �˛R16; yi ˛R; and

cell encodingcontext celli ˛R512: xCPM 1i and yi represent the measured abundance of CPM 1 and

H3K36me1 respectively in the ith context cell for subject s.

Next, the subject embedding for s is calculated as

subject embeddings = meani

�
cell encodingcontext celli

�
; (Equation 2)

where subject embeddings ˛R512.

The imputer processes cells from the panel where Y needs to be imputed. For H3K36me1, it is the acety-

lation panel. We denote the cells processed by the imputer as the target cells. The imputer imputes

H3K36me1 abundance for each target cell:
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by j = imputer
�
Xj; subject embeddings

�
; (Equation 3)

where by j represents the imputed abundance of H3K36me1 in the jth target cell.

NP models: Training and testing

For training and testing NP models, we only used cells from the panel where Y is measured. We randomly

divided the cells from this panel into two equal parts and used the first as the context cells and the second

as the target cells. Due to GPU memory limitations, we split cells from each subject into 20 parts randomly

and processed each as a separate subject.

We computed the training loss as the sum of two terms

loss = MSE
�
subject embeddings;context cells; subject embeddings;target cells

�
+MSE

� bY target cells; Ytarget cells

�
;

(Equation 4)

where MSEðÞ is the mean squared error , subject embeddings;context cells ˛R512 and

subject embeddings;target cells ˛R512 are computed by the encoder using the context and target cells

respectively, and Ytarget cells ˛Rnt and bY target cells ˛Rnt are the measured and the imputer imputed values

respectively for the output corresponding to the nt target cells. The first term corresponds to the encoder

network loss and the second the imputer network loss.

We used the coefficient of determination on the test split to assess the model performance:

R2 = coef :determination
� bY target cells; Ytarget cells

�
: (Equation 5)

NP models: Architecture

The encoder and imputer networks are fully connected with 2 hidden layers of dimension 256 (Table S3).

The input dimensions for each network varies by task. The encoder output has dimension 512 and the im-

puter output is a scalar.

kNN and LR models

kNN models impute Y for a target cell based on its nearest neighbors in the context cells. To be compa-

rable with the NP models, the division of cells into context and target groups are the same for both NP and

kNN. We evaluated k ˛ f1; 5; 10; 20; 50; 100; 200g on the validation split and used the best k for each model

on the test split.

LR models impute Y for a target cell based on the learned linear combination of the inputs X . The LR

models do not use the context cells.

Perturbation-based algorithm to infer HPTM associations

To infer the association strength between an input variable Xi and output Y , we designed a perturbation-

based interpretation algorithm. First, we replaced the measured values of Xi in the target cells for subject s

with random values drawn from Nð0; 1Þ and imputed the output variable:

bY s;Xi perturbed = imputer
�
Xs;Xi perturbed ; subject embeddings

�
: (Equation 6)

We then evaluated R2 after input perturbation:

R2
Y ;Xi perturbed

= coef :determination
� bY Xi perturbed ;Y

�
(Equation 7)

and then obtained the strength of the directed association from Xi to Y :

association strengthXi to Y =
R2
Y ;unperturbed data � R2

Y ;Xi perturbed

R2
Y ;unperturbed data

3 100: (Equation 8)
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Constructing directed HPTM association network from inferred pair-wise association

strengths

To obtain the association network for HPTMs in a panel from the pair-wise association strengths, we first

removed HPTMs imputed with R2 % 0:5. Among the associations between the remaining HPTMs, we calcu-

lated the threshold strength as

threshold strength = meanðasscn: strengthsÞ+ std:dev:ðasscn: strengthsÞ: (Equation 9)

We then removed all associations with strength lesser than the threshold strength and combined the re-

maining associations into a single directed network.

Perturbation-based algorithm to infer subject-wise variation in NP models

To infer the subject-wise variation in an NPmodel, we replaced the computed subject embeddings for sub-

ject s with those from a different random subject bs and imputed the output variable:

bY s;subject perturbed = imputerðXs; subject embeddingbsÞ: (Equation 10)

We then evaluated R2 after input perturbation:

R2
Y ;subject perturbed = coef :determination

� bY subject perturbed;target cells;Ytarget cells

�
(Equation 11)

and then obtained the subject-wise variation for the NP model:

subject wise variationY =
R2
Y ;unperturbed data � R2

Y ;subject perturbed

R2
Y ;unperturbed data

3 100: (Equation 12)

subject wise variationY = 0% implies the model, and the underlying associations, are independent of the

subject. The greater this value, the more the variation in the underlying associations across subjects.

Dimensionality reduction and clustering for studying the effects of TIV

We computed UMAP25 projections on a subset of 1,000,000 cells (250,000 randomly sampled cells from

each panel and time point) using n neighbors = 15 and min dist = 0:1. We performed phenograph clus-

tering26 on the UMAP space using a subset of 100,000 cells (25,000 randomly sampled cells from those

used for UMAP from each panel and time point) using k = 1000. We then transformed every cell from

both the time points to the UMAP space without modifying the UMAP projection function and assigned

clusters based on the 5 nearest neighbors in the subset where the clusters were computed. We computed

the cluster-wise median HPTM abundances and sample-wise cell proportions using all the cells.
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